
Today, virtually every decision maker expects easy, smart access 
to their ERP data for informed, productive thinking.
While any ERP will house that data, most stop short of providing intuitive access.  
And most don’t produce reports that facilitate sophisticated decision-making.

TAKE THE NEXT STEP
Upgrade your decision-making capabilities with an application that saves you time and 
money. Relieve your IT team from the burden of manually extracting and presenting 
ERP data, and start your journey to more advanced reporting with CloudDecisions.

 

→  UNLOCK YOUR ERP DATA

Ready to  
get started? 

LET’S TALK.

→ Unlocking Your ERP Data:  
That’s Why We Built CloudDecisions

CloudDecisions extracts data from your 
ERP on a schedule you define, saving 
your IT team countless hours they 
would otherwise spend on manual data 
organization and report creation. Stored 
in an SQL database, the data can be 
presented in a format of your choice—Excel 
spreadsheets or Microsoft’s Power BI.

CloudDecisions contains dozens of 
standard charts, graphs, and pivot tables 
for essential functional areas including 
past sales, past purchases, inventory, 
accounts payable, accounts receivable, 
open sales orders, open purchase orders, 
quotes, and general ledger. And, the 
built-in graphical representations make 
identifying trends and anomalies easier 
and faster to spot. Custom charts, graphs, 
and pivot tables can be easily added.

WHY CHOOSE CLOUDDECISIONS?

 
If you’re in the early stages of using business 
performance management tools, then CloudDecisions  
is the application for you. 

These are just some of the benefits of CloudDecisions:

• Saves time and money when creating ERP reports.

• Provides built-in graphical analysis, which is more 
powerful than plain spreadsheets.

• Ideal for sharing information and group 
presentations.

• Storing data in an SQL database allows for analysis to 
be conducted outside of the ERP database, rather than 
impacting daily ERP processes.

• A comparatively low-cost solution for warehousing 
ERP data.

• Leverages existing Excel user licenses.

CloudDecisions is a cloud application that runs on  
E&A’s Azure environment and is sold on a subscription 
basis. Standard licenses for Excel and/or Power BI  
are required.  


